Towards transformative climate governance:
Lessons from frontrunner cities New York City, U.S.
and Rotterdam, Netherlands
Vision 3

“The city needs to work
on ways to get businesses
to use clean energy and to
clean up the air and
water... The city should
also look at incentivizing
building owners to build
green and maintain green
roofs, and find ways to
cut down on using energy
that comes from nonrenewable sources.”

it has been in the last century. More than 500 miles of sewers have been constructed,
or rebuilt, and we are activating a third city water tunnel to provide critical
infrastructure redundancy to our water supply and the opportunity to repair older
1 of this work has stemmed from the emphasis
1
tunnels. Much
on sustainability
embedded in past PlaNYCs, and was enhanced by the initiatives developed since
2014. New York City has firmly established itself among the community of global
urban leaders in sustainability. We share this leadership with the most progressive
capitals of commerce and culture in the world, but there remains much more to be
done if we are to stake our claim as the most sustainable big city in the world.
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As New York City continues to grow, meeting sustainability objectives will become
more challenging. We are consuming more goods and resources, and consequently
risk generating more waste and pollution. Our businesses and lifestyles, the engines
of our economy and the products of our creativity, also require increasing amounts
of energy, most of which is still derived from carbon-intensive fossil fuels.
Continuing combustion of fossil fuels compromises our air quality goals—adversely
affecting vulnerable populations and neighborhoods—and our ability to reduce our
emission of greenhouse gases that result in global climate change. New sites to
develop are becoming increasingly scarce, and the basic services needed to support a
city, from water to power to sanitation to transportation, are becoming increasingly
strained under the weight of a growing population and aging infrastructure. We
must figure out how all New Yorkers can sustainably and affordably live in clean,
healthy environments. In building on the good work of our predecessors, we must
enlarge the scale of our efforts to match the boldness of our ambitions.
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the Rebel Group. An SCBA assesses the costs and benefits of

an adaptation strategy. Fifteen cities, divided into three

an investment from the point of view of society as a whole.

groups, participate in the training programme. For each

To be able to properly value the benefits, the full effect of a

of the groups, two peer cities will counsel the other cities.

project needs to be defined. This involves comparing two dif-

Together with Ancona, Rotterdam counsels the following fi

ferent scenarios, as it were: one scenario showing what the

cities: Almada (Portugal), Barcelona (Spain), Burgas (Bulg

world would look like if the project was not implemented (the

ria), Gibraltar (United Kingdom) and Zadar (Croatia).

‘zero’ alternative), and one showing the results if the project

Learning from frontrunner cities:

was implemented (the ‘project’ alternative). The difference

WATER PLAZAS: DOUBLING AS WATER STORAGE

between these two scenarios is the effect the project would

Rotterdam has an interesting innovation to provide additi-

have on society. What makes this SCBA special is that, for

onal water storage in a densely built-up city: water plazas

the very first time, an urban climate adaptation model has

Most of the time, these water plazas will serve as marvello

been constructed that does not look at just the effects of

playgrounds or sports fields. Light or medium rain showers

a single project, but takes a whole range of measures into

will not cause the plaza to fill up. Rainwater is pumped aw

consideration and employs a dynamic calculation model

and discharged to the sewers, washing away the dust in

used for strategic planning. Adaptation measures which are

the streets at the same time. As soon as the intensity of th

incorporated in projects at an early stage show a positive

showers increases, the pressure on the small pump becom

SCBA outcome.

too heavy to process the water. The excess water, which is

mitigation & adaptation, sustainability, resilience)
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Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge

Materials Recovery Facility at
South Brooklyn Marine Terminal

Solar panels at the Port Richmond
Waste Water Treatment Plant

Governance capacities for transformative climate governance
Governance
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Results: Governance processes for transformative
climate governance
Stewarding:
• Knowledge partnerships for knowledge generation and integration
• Public authority: infrastructure investments, regulatory measures
• Community-based visioning processes for social cohesion
Unlocking:
• Incentives and mandates for information disclosure
• Showing co-benefits and awareness raising
• Lobbying for support from key actor groups
Transformative:
• Political leadership and using opportunities for change (e.g. Sandy)
• Informal networks for experimenting
• Showcasing pilot projects and embedding in institutions
Orchestrating:
• Integrated long-term agendas – integrated solutions, reveals synergies and
trade-offs
• Formal and informal, cross-sectoral and cross-scale partnerships, connection
nodes and channels for resource mediation, trust building

Transformative
163
capacity: create and
embed novelties
• Enabling novelty
creation
• Increasing visibility of
novelty
• Anchoring novelty in
context

flush, will reach an overflow point that will divert it to the

AS AN INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLE In the autumn of

plaza, passing a purification filter on its way. This creates

2012, the Directorate-General for Climate Action – part of

dynamic urban pond. Once the flush is over and the moats

the European Commission – awarded Rotterdam the title of

return to their normal levels, the water plaza can be empti

‘peer city’ in the realm of climate adaptation. Being designa-

through a pipe that connects to the deepest point in the

ted a ‘peer city’ means that Rotterdam has a leading role in

plaza, so that it will discharge into the moat gradually.The

the European Commission’s training programme. The Com-

water plaza is a Rotterdam invention, devised by ‘DE URBA

mission has launched an EU Strategy on Adaptation to Cli-

NISTEN’ and ‘Studio Marco Vermeulen’.

types

of

partnerships,

Water plazas improves the quality of the urban area and at the same time serves as a water storage facility
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- ADAPTATION PROGRAMME

Orchestrating
capacity: coordinate
multi-actor processes
across scales & sectors
• Aligning actors and
networks
• Mediating across scales
and sectors
• Creating opportunity
contexts for synergies

Conclusions
New type of governance: based on experimenting,
learning and collaboration
Challenges
• Gap between governance ‘regime’ and emerging ‘niche’
Implications on actor roles
• Central role of local governments: oversight; topdown coordination; mandating and monitoring
• Diverse
types
of
partnerships:
knowledge
partnerships; public-private partnerships; community
networks
• Research institutes and NGOs: creation of trust and
knowledge in depolicised setting
• Roles of community organisations – limited outreach
Recommendations for strengthening capacities
• Experimenting with new funding structures: long-term
cost- and benefit calculations
• Investing in (top-down) coordinating capacities (skills,
time, resources)
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now cleaner as the dust has been washed away by the firs

• Innovative solutions: new operational practices
communication channels
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of becoming climate proof and to support them in developi

• Rotterdam: 27 interviews; New York City: 36 interviews

• New
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developed as part of the Rotterdam Adaptation Strategy by

training programme is to make cities aware of the necessit

• Integrated strategies: goal and knowledge integration (climate

• What kind of climate governance enables to develop and
implement
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ROTTERDAM CLIMATE SOCIETAL COST BENEFIT
ANALYSIS (SCBA) The Rotterdam Climate SCBA was

